You probably think a world without money, trade or
government sounds crazy, right?
But what if I told you the only reason for that is
because you've never known any different?
Our culture has brought us up to believe that we must
compete to survive, and that life is a constant struggle.
But does it really still have to be this way?
Look at how technology has made production and
manufacturing so much easier in the last 100 years yet we are still stuck in this archaic idea that we must
toil hard to survive. This is now a false assumption.
By leveraging technology uninhibited by cost, and
agreeing to devote just a little of our time to our local
communities, we could all be free of the struggle of
making ends meet, or meeting sales targets, and live
more sustainably in harmony with our environment.
For more information, please check out:
The Open Economy
A 10 point charter for a better world
beyond money. Learn why we need it
and offer your signature in support.

Get the ultimate 92-page guide
to a moneyless Open Economy
that works for everybody.

freeworldcharter.org

colinrturner.com

Please also research: The Zeitgeist Movement, The Venus Project, The Money-Free Party, Ubuntu
Party, Gift Economy, Sharing Economy, Zero Marginal Cost, Post-Scarcity, Resource-Based Economy.
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Our current system clearly isn't
working for us anymore.

It's time for something different.

IT'S TIME
FOR A WORLD
WITHOUT MONEY.

What's wrong with the way things are?

But aren’t people naturally greedy?

Ever-increasing poverty, unemployment, foodbanks, homelessness,
debt, greed, corruption, inequality, wars, injustice, pollution, waste,
environmental destruction, climate change... the list goes on.

Greed only arises in a state of scarcity. If there is an abundance of
everything, there is no need for greed. We can now automate the
production of most things we need, so scarcity need no longer be
an issue, thus neither will greed.

How is money the problem?
Better technology means more people are losing their jobs and
struggling to earn enough to survive, resulting in more foodbanks,
homelessness and poverty. Meanwhile, capitalism demands constant growth, which results in companies ravaging and polluting
the environment, making sub-par products that are designed to
break, and cutting employment (which in turn contributes to the
above), all in the name of profit. The money game plays out like
Monopoly, with 1 winner and the rest losers: the richest 1% own half
of all global wealth today, while the rest of us struggle to make ends
meet.

So isn't better technology the problem?
No, in fact it's part of the solution as we can use it to automate the
production of pretty much everything, meeting practically all our
needs with minimal effort.

What about just sharing out the wealth and
starting again from scratch?
This will not solve the problem. As in Monopoly, if the rules remain
the same, the end result will be the same, with very few ending up
with all the money, and the rest struggling with barely anything. We
need a whole new system, one beyond money entirely.

What would a world without money look like?
No banks, no taxes, no mortgages, no rent, no bills, no debt, no
stress or worries about putting food on the table, no environmental
destruction. Just people helping each other out and using technology to provide abundance for everyone.

Why would anyone work without money?
Why do people work in the first place? To enable them to meet their
basic needs, ie. food, shelter, etc. What if those needs were already
met? You'd then be free to do whatever you want. People who
already work in professions about which they're passionate would
carry on doing their jobs because that's what they love.

How will things get done?
By working together for the benefit of each other, automating
production of many things with today's technology, and rotating
certain community tasks amongst its members.

Who will govern a money-free society?
All of us, using the internet, online referendums, community voting,
appointment of task leaders, etc. Today's government is mostly concerned with controlling trade, but with everyone working together
for the benefit of all, there'd be no trade and thus no need for government.

Isn't this just communism?
Similar ideas have been tried before but things are very different
now thanks to today's connectivity and technological capabilities.
This has never been tried before, not without money.

Isn't this just a utopian pipedream?
No, we're just evolving. We can see the old systems don't serve us
anymore and we can do much better now. Why not try?

